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701 students to attend
graduation ceremonies
'
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Diana and Delta Davia try on cap and gowns for the upcoming
graduation ceremonies. Both wlll racelva their BachAlors' In
1merc11sc1p11nary Studies.

Administration and fonner secretary of the
Regan Block
U.S. Air Force. He held the position of
Staff
chancelloroftheUTSystemfrom 1984-1992.
Graduates will receive a diploma cover
Fonner UT System Chancellor Hans Marie with a congratulatory message inside during
will address 701 graduates during two the graduation ceremony. Official diplomas
graduation ceremonies Saturday, May 13, in willbesenttothegraduate'spennanentaddi----ess
the University Fieldhouse.
that is on file in the Office
The first ceremony will
of Admissions and
takeplaceatllam.f<r
Records four weeks after
graduates in the College
graduation.
of Arts and Sciences and
If graduates have
the School of Health
moved since registering
Sciences.
they should file a change
The
graduates
of
address
with
participating in the first
admissions and records.
ceremony are asked to
Diplomas will be
meet at the PE. Complex
issued pending final
by l0a.m.
confirmation that the
A second ceremony
prospective graduate has
will take place at 3 p.m.
met all requirements.
for graduates from the
Participation
in
School of Business
graduation ceremonies
Administration and the
does not guarantee that a
School of Education. The
candidate has graduated.
graduates participiting in
Graduates will not be
the second ceremony are
able to receive their
Dr. Hans Mark
asked to meet at the PE
official transcripts until
Complex by 2 p.m.
June 30, due to a
After each ceremony, families and friends conversion of the university's computer
are invited to a Presidential Reception in the system. If graduates need confirmation of
Field House Courtyard to honor the graduates. degrees for employers, employers are asked
Currendy, Marie holds the John J. McKetta to call (210)-381-2734.
Centennial Energy Chair in·Engineering in
Of the 701 candidates, 99 arc candidates f<r
the aerospace engineering department at UT- master's degrees.
Austin. His former experience includes
Caps and gowns can be purchased until 5
positions as deputy administrator of the p.m. May 12, South Texas or University
National Aeronautics and Space Bookstores.

SSI paymen t
deadline
May 16
Salverio Carreon
Staff

The deadline for first summer session is May 16 and the
deadline for the second summer session is June the 23.
The financial aid application for the summer were due on
February the 15th.
"The GESL loans are made through the financial office
and the deadlines are due by now" Elias Ozwia, assistant of
the Comptroler's Office, said.
"1be emergency loans for the first summer session are
from May 3rd to May 16th. The emergency loans to the
second summer session begin inJune 7th to June 22," Ozuna
said.
Emergency loan applications are available in the second
flooroftheAdministration buildingintheloansdepartment.
"I would advise students to apply early so that they don't
have to wait in long lines," Ozuna said.
"1bere will be more than one way to pay, she said. "We
have a new system in which you can use the phone to pay
tuition with your credit card"
Studentswillbeabletousetheircreditcardsforpayments
by calling 381-3030. The system will guide students to enter
the necessary infonnation. Students can also us the drop box
and drop off payments with the social security number.
"If students do not piy on time, they will be dropped the
next day," she said.
1n case someone pays with a check and the check bounces,
a note will be send to the person who paid with the rubber
check.
It is not be possible to pay in installments because the
length of the courses is so short.
One student said this was unfair.
"One cannot always have the money to pay $300 bucks
outof the blue," Luis Cardenas, a freshman communications
major said. "It would be better if we could pay in parts."
Ifstudents miss deadline, they will get a second chance at
arena registration where they will have to makefull payment
plus a $25 late registration fee.

Campus image improvement tops
SGA president's 'to t.lo' list
Melissa Mata
Stg(f
To help improve UTPA as a whole
and fightforstudents' rights,Joseph
Leonard, SGA president, is slowly
helping to make his goals into reality.
Leonard, 48, a 1964 graduate from
Camden High School in San Jose,
Calif., has lived in the Rio Grande
Valley for 23 years. He has a wife
and two children.
Reared by his parents who were
migrant worlcers throughout the late
Forties and early Fifties, Leonard
found himself working in a variety of

jobs before he finally decided to setde
down and come to school.
"I've done just about everything
when it comes to jobs," he said. "I've
been a truck driver, short-order cook,
store owner/manager and have done
just about anything having to do with
truck parts."
Being an American Indian,
Choctaw, a tribe ofIndians that can be
found in Oldahoma,Leonard said that
he contributes some of his leadership
skills to his heritage.
"I do live by a lot of the Indian
guidance and follow it because it is
what I believe in," he said. "However,

Thursday, May 4
'English 130 1 Day classes
'English 1301 Day classes
All evening English 1301 classes

7:45 a.m.
9 :45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
6:45 p.m.

8 :30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

10·15 a.m.
12 30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

Friday, May 5
Malh 1300 classes
Malh 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m
a.m.
p.m.
p.m

9 30
11 :30
2 30
4·30

a.m.
a .m.
p .m.
p.m.

Monday, May 8
MWF-1
classes
MWF-5
classes
TR-2
classes
TR-5
classes

( 7:45
(11:45
( 9:10
( 2:35

·
•
•

8:35)
12:35)
10:25)
3:50)

7.45
9 45
12:45
2 45

am
am
pm.
pm

9 30
11 :30
2 30
4 30

a.m
a.m.
p.m.
p .m

Tuesday , May 9
TR-1
classes
MWF-2
classes
MWF-6
classes
TR-6
classes

( 7:45
( 8:45
(12:45
( 4:00

·
•
-

9:00)
9:35)
1:35)
5:15)

7.45
9 45
12'45
2.45

a.m
a.m
p.m
pm

9 30 a.m
1130a.m
2·30 p.m.
4 30 p.m.

(10:35
( 1:45
(10:45
( 2:45

·11 :50)
· 2:35)
-1 1 :35)
· 3:35)

7 45 am
9 45 am
12 45 pm

930 a.m
11 30 am
2 30 p.m

Wed nesday,
TR-3
MWF-7
MWF-4
MWF-8

May 10
classes
classes
classes
classes

Thursday, May 11
MWF-3
classes
MWF•9
classes
TR-4
classes

( 9 45 · 10:35)
( 3:45 · 4:35)
( 1:10 · 2:25)

~turdav c!asses: Exams will be given at regular class time on May 6.
Eyen!ngclasses: Final exams will be given at regular class time beginning
on Thursday May 4, and ending May 10. (Classes beginning at 4:30 p.m. or
after are considered evening classes).

•Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by the Instructor.
NOTE: Exams ahould be given only at the time designated. If an exam
needs to be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate
school dean is required. Exams for double period classes should be given
at the time scheduled for the first hour the class meets.

I have learned other leadership
abilities doing othez things."
In addition to being SGA president,
Leonard is also the president of Alpha
Phi Omega and is a strong and
committed participant within his
community.
A Weslaco resident, Leonard is a
boy scout leader and assistant scout
masterofTrooplOOofSt.PiasChwt:h
in Weslaco. He is also a round table
commissioner and an adult adviser
for an honor camp within the boy
scouts.
Leonard attributes his participation
in SGA to two people-Lee Keyes
and Danny Garcia.
"One of the reasons that I became
involved in SGA was because of
Danny and Lee," he said. "They were
always telling me about the different
things that go on in SGA and they
didn'tstopbuggingmewitilljoined."
Although Leonard was hesitant
about joining SGA, he has always
considered himself as a 60s activist
and always gives 140 percent of an
effort in whatever cause he believes
in.

"I had always been an activist in a
way and thought that joining SGA
was a good way to give back to the
university," he said. "However, my
main reason for joining was I wanted
toimprovetheimageoftheuniversity
and that is one of the things I would
like do change while I'm in office."
In addition to changing the
university's image, Leonard said he
would like to see some sort of
traditions established here so that the
people in the future could enjoy them.
"UTPA is an excellent school with
excellent instructors, administrative
staff and students as well," he said
"What we need to do is create a
tradition and encourage the students
to become more involved in sporting
events and other things that occur
throughout campus."
For the future, Leonard said that he
hopes to complete a lot of projects
that are currently being worked on as
well as a few new ones.
"Right now we're working on
getting approximately eight to 10

The,,..~ Mar1lham
CP&L Lineman Robby Lewis fixes a tranlfonner that blew
out Monday causing a campus wide power surge, see p. 4.

See President p. 11

New software to interrupt
SS II, fall phone registrat ion
Conversion to a new software for
the university's computer will shut
down the Student Infonnation System
for about two weeks beginning May
17 and temporarily halt phone
registration for the second summer
session and fall.
It will also prevent students from
receiving infonnation about financial
aid or tuition payment status by phone,
Bill Morris, assistant vice president
for academic affairs, said.
"We hope the · students and

community will bear with us during
this time," Morris said. "This is the
culmination of 18 to 24 months of
hard labor by the Computer Center,
Admissions and Records, the
Financial Aid Office and Payments
and Collections. We are migrating
the Student Information System to
SIS Plus.
"This is a major conversion of data
files and will require almost all of the
filestobeconvertedto thenewformat.
We anticipate it taking about two

weekstomalcethisconversion,during
which time time the SIS system will
not be available.
Timing was a factor in converting
at this time.
"It's a pretty slow time for phone
registration," Morris said "Students
will still be able to get transcripts, but
they may experience a 48-hour
delay."
The conversion is expected to be
finished by June 1, the day before
arena registration.

INSIDE
Good luck on Finals and

have a great summer!

Los Palominos bring the
house down.
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In a few days, nine to be exact, 701 students will accomplish an important life goal.

Not every student makes it that far. Many realize they lack the commitment and
endurance necessary to go through the four (or five) year long academic marathon.
Still, others run into a wall of obstacles too overwhelming to overcome; consequently
only a qualified number of students see themselves crossing the finish line.
It's funny now, to look back at all the hurdles that were surpassed: arena registration,
tuition payments, upper-level courses, outside reading materials, drop/pass slips, midtenns and finals all-nighters. It's reassuring to realize that for all the headaches, there
were also small miracles: a canceled exam, an absent professor, a project extension,
the lowest grade dropped and bonus point assignments.
It's hard to stay away from the"IFONLY"zone...ifonly I had gotten a 'A' ,my GPA
would be .. .if only I hadn't dropped that class...if only I had read the book.. .ifonly I had
studied...if only I had chosen another major...
But as the finish line approaches, it's too late for second guesses. It's time to face
up to all that decision-making that caused all those sleepless nights. It's time to
evaluate yourself not only as a student but as an educated adult.
As a memberof the 1995 Spring Graduation class, this situation is not foreign to me.
Last week, on a trip to the bookstore near campus, my entire college career flashed
before me as I tried on the cap and gown.
Memories of the three-day bus ride from California to UTPA as a 19-year-old
become crystal clear. As an entering freshman offall 1991, I was in complete awe
when I arrived on campus. The school seemed so collegiate and I was proud ofmyself
for being here. Now as a graduating senior, I feel lucky just to graduate. I am grateful
formyeducationandlwouldn'thaveanyotherway. Andiflhadtodoitalloveragain,
yes, I would attend UTPA. Believe it ornot, some people out there would gladly trade
places with a UTPA graduate.
This reminds me of the time when I went to order my college class ring. I happened
to notice that the clerk was wearing her graduation ring. With a certain sadness she
explained that it was a high school ring and not a college ring. She went on to say that
although she never attended college, she would have liked to have enrolled.
College students are in a special environment where minds and attitudes mature. For
those who still have a few semesters to go, keep busy and time will fly. Soon you too
will join the UTPA alumni.
It's an exciting time for all the graduating seniors as all the loose ends are taken care
of and I want to congratulate you on a job well done.
And now as I clear space on the wall for my diploma, maybe grad school won't be
that bad.
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Serb rockets crashed in busy Zagreb streets Tuesday, which resulted in 5
causalities, and injured anothec 121 civilians. This attack: was i n ~ to a
Croatian army offensive Monday which the Zagreb government boasted victory
in routing Serbian rebels from a key area they had possession of since the 1991

war.
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Eight more cases of cholera were reported in the stat.e of Puebla, this brings the total up
to 57. In neighboring Tabasco, 83 cases of cholera have been registered this year. Most
reported cases stemmed from raw seafood. Cholera is a disease generally spread by food
and contaminated water.
·
Two more suspects are being held as material witnesses in conjunction with
the bombing in Ok:lahoma City. Gary Alan Land and Robect Jacks, were
incarcerated Tuesday by .the FBI. They were arrested at daybreak: in
Carthage, Missouri.
Keith Zettlemoyer, who was indited on the charges of murdering his friend was executed
Tuesday night at Rock:view State Prison in Bellefonte Pennsylvania. He begged the courts
to execute him, because he was suffering from a ''brain disease", which made his prison stay
hell. Zettlemoyer became the first inmat.e executed in Pennsylvania in 33 years.

Tuesday the Texas House gave final approval on the proposed concealed
handgun bill, but the measure's Senat.e sponsor requested to take away two
amendments added by the House. In the House, the proposed bill won
approval by a 98--40 vote.
Jose Noe Martinez, 18, accused of the Feb. 20 fatal stabbing of an elderly women and her
granddaught.er has been denied bond. Originally, bond was set at $250,000, but then state
prosecutors requested that his bond be raised to $1 million or denied.
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Letter Rip!
Student ponders
over a different type
of Welfare system
I would have responded earlier to Dr.
Freeman's observations and timely advice
on the study habits ofPan Am students, but
I we., too busystudying(BIWfBS). Actually
I have been meaning to turn in some ofmy
thoughts and ideMtotbe paper,.•.BIWTBS.
By far the easiest or those ideas to write
about, one that almost unfolded itself, was
the comparison of the Marshall Plan to our
current welfare system, this year being the
30th anniversary ~ the Great Society and
seeing that Americans are so fond of
retrospectives, greatest hits and polls. (78 %
or people know that.)
Everyone has a Selena commentary. My
own was suspended when I remembered
that most worthwhile biographies are
written within the context or and from a
historical perspective. Since not a lot of
history has pM.Wd since her death, I decided
to wait a while. I realized this upon writing
" ••• Selena was in the process or dehyphenhation."
Another idea simply asks one of our
politicalscientiststovolunteertogradeooe
of their c ~ relative to our present tax
system. It frankly asks that grades from
future classes be borrowed and redistributed to the current class thus
ensuring that every student pass. Of course
those in class who are smart,such as Honors
students and those on the Dean's List, are
asked to do the patriotic thing and willfully
contribute a portion of their grades and/or
grade point average to those less fortunate.
Asking b the operative word here. Actually,
they would just be taken. Hey, just asking
them to pay for their fair share.
Accordingly, those protesting this idea
would be taken to the Univ~rsity Circle,
publicly reprimanded, and called a bunch
of dirty names. The Pan American paper
would or course report this with great r.eal
and then give themselves an award or
something like that.
One ofmy favorite idem revolved around
"
th
of ho classical music
°!Y ~enera1 eo~
W
•
aids JD the cogmtive absorption p r ~
and rate of knowledge.'' I discovered that

every subject can be absorbed and learned
at a faster rate while mtening to cias.,ical
music. It's true. Well, all except any math
beyond college algebra. At that point you
either know it or you don't. I can't explain
it.
My last insight was the socio-psychopolitical implications of the Hispanic
expression "Y donde estan los padrl!S?" in
response to hearing about a troubled
juvenile in our community. This
commentary expanded quite nicely and
drew some rather curt conclusions.
All in all it was a good year. However, I
did think that soliciting letters from readers
is a journalistic rarst. Hey, maybe they can
get an award for that? Well, I have to go
study for rmats. Responses can forwarded
to dllopez@panam.edu.
Dan Lopez

Student urges
political, social
awareness
Wake up Raza! The very ~nee of our
futw-eisatstake; our future empowerment
is at stake. Conservative Republicans are
attacking the very tools by which we have
accomplished things so far. I'm not some
cnued, radical political freak. I am just
awake. I have seen the subtle things that
have developing within a year or so. I have
been trained at the School of Business to
spot trends in the external environment,
and I dermitely see one. I see a trend in the
political environment that threatens not
only Hispanics, but minorities in general.
It all started with that Bell Curve book.
Ever since that dam IQ bullshit book came
out it triggered a wild rare in the political
arena. The most controversial argument in
the book is a blunt declaration that
minorities as a group are intellectually
inferior to whites, which leads the authors
to a dead-serious attack on the affirmative
action program.
Guess what's happening lately in politics!
Conservative Republicans, mostly, in
Washington, D.C., are implementing an
agenda (some bullshit thing called Contract
With America, how patriotic) that includes
for the abolition of affirmative action, and
that's not all. Their agendas also include

cutting down on education (as you all saw
the article on the last week's issue or the
Pan American), housing programs for the
elderly and poor, job training, and
employment services for youths, safedriniking water fund, the WIC program,
the elimination of free lunches in public
schools, and the list could go on.
It's okay, they probably weighed already
the social impact on American society; they
are willing to take some loaes, few with
the excuse to balance the federal budget.
Forsomeofuswhoareabouttograduate
this semester, where would we be now, if it
weren't for grants and guaranteed student
loans. The ironic thing is that we are about
tobecomeproductiveindividualsinasingle
color dominated America. These are the
latest developments that have occurred
within the year or so. Why?
Hispanics are the fast growing minority
inAmericatoday. That'sa fact! Bytheyear
200S Hispanics will become the largest
minority population in America.And that's
a fact too! T.V. and print advertisements
are starting to cater to us a national level
because of these facts. Maybe busin~
are not raci<lt toward minorities, unless
you 're moving too fast up the corporate
ladder that you might become the rwst
minorityCEOintbebistoryofthecompany.
Back on the subject, can you imagine
how many in numbers that must be! This is
what is scaring Conservative Republicans..
If you're white this is frightening stuff for
most of you, right? Of course, some don't
care and these are the exceptional
individuals we growto like,and even admire
for their objectivity.
Again back on track, conservative
politicians are going to do whatever is
necessary to preserve the mansions of the
Big Hill from the class growth and succes&
Hey, the fewer minorities they have
educated, the better for them.
Their agendas are simple solutions to socalled frustrated Americans. Case in point:
Propos ition 187. Ask yourself what
Americans they are talking about that are
so frustrated. I am not, I am American.
Anyway, the solutions are more complex
that they grant them to be.

a

Zapata Y Villa
Business major
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Student looks
back with
appreciation
I never thought my years in college
would go by so fast. As an entering
freshman, I recall saying "Four years
isa long way to go! I'll probably spend
the rest of my life here." Four years
seemed a lifetime to me then. But
finally, after four years ofpatience and
hard work, I will be graduating this
semester.
Most of us tend to forget the special
people that were there for inspiration
and suppon. These special people
deserve recognition for the things that
they do, for the things that they say, for
the support and inspiration that they
give, for the happy memories, and
most of all, for their friendship.
At this point, I would like to take the
opportunity to recognize these
individuals in no particajar order. I
would like to thank the following
professors: Dr. Raymond M. Crews,
Dr. Chad D. Richardson, Dr. Rubik
Atamian, Dr. Lester M. Radial, Dr.
James M. Wilson, professor Marty
Hamilton, Dr. Francis J. Brewerton.
and Dr. Charles R. Strong.
Also I would like to thank the
admissions staff: Joni, Becky, Sylvia,
Graci & Teresa, and housing staff: Art
Cabera. Santiago Villanueva, and Yoli
Martinez.
A special thanks goes to: my fianre,

kinko•s

the copy center

Furthermore, there are required the Right to Carry came to light when
my brother, my family, and my close
friends that were always there for me. training and proficiency standards: 10 a TV "news magazine" program
to 15 (possibly 40) hours ofproficiency interviewedjuveniles ina south Florida
Thanlc you all.
Bacilio Baum training, including classroom and detention facility. The magazine
Business major range instruction, continuing wanted to know why violent juveniles
education, a proficiency exam that targeted foreign tourists foc attack.
includes a written section, a physical
demonstration of an individual's
handgun proficiency, and a $140 fee
for a four year permit So as you can
see, the contention that this bill would Today
allow anyone to carry a handgun is
false.
• Mass will be held in the
Moreover the statement that "even
Campus Chapel at noon.
people with prison records can buy a
gun, all they have to do is walk into a Communion services are every
store and point out the one they want" Monday, Wednesday, and
is
tragically misguided. Since itappears Friday, at 12:45 p.m. Mass is
It is quite ironic that on the very
same page that the editor attempted to that. in fact. many do not know how every Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
trash the Second Amendment, the the system works, let me clarify it for Catholic Center, 1615 W Kuhn
paper also published an article about all.
In order to legally obtain a handgun, St.
how the First Amendment should be
preserved. Without the Second the purchaser must fill out BATF fonn
Amendment. there is no way to enforce F5300.35Con which you mustprovide • Persons interested in going
the First Amendment Allow me to personal information. Thisinfonnation Cultural Trip to Puebla and
provide facts that totall.y dispute the is used to conduct a background check. Acapulco with Juventud
misconceived ideas in the letter from Ifa former prisoner (who is more than Hispafia May 16-24 should
likely a felon) is trying to purchase a
the editor.
The assertion that this "act" would handgun, he is in fact committing yet
allow "anyone and everyone to carry a another crime (Texas Penal Code Title
weapon" is an absolute falsehood. 10, Chapter 46, Sec. 46.05).
Right to carry laws world On Aug.
Misinformation abounds, but the
1,198
7, the state of Florida
requirements are plainly stated in the
implemented
a similar version of the
context of the bill. In truth, a citizen
right
to
carry
bill.
As of Jan.31, 1995,
who wants to obtain a permit to carry
266,700
licenses
had been issued.
must first meet several requirements.
Florida's
homicide
rate has dropped
An applicant must be at least 21
years of age, never convicted of a 22% since '87 while the national rate
The University of Texas-Pan
felony, not ~urrently charged with a has risen 15%; thatis a 37% difference.
The violent crime rate is 22% lower American has reason to show pride in
felony, or class A or B misdemeanor.
In addition, the applicant must not in the states with Right to Carry laws. its faculty this year. Dr. Victoria M.
have been convicted of a class A or B The fireann/violent crime rate is 29% Contreras, a professor in the
misdemeanor in the last 5 years, lower; homicide is 31 % lower; DepartmentofModeml..anguagesand
chemically dependent or of WlSOUDd handgun/homicide is 41 % lower and Literatures has beennamed University
mind, and finally, not delinquent on the list goes on.
Professor of the Year by the Texas
The most compelling evidence for Foreign Language Association.
paying child support.
·
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The award was presented at the
annual Spring conference held this
year at South Padre Island

Student
chastizes paper
for trashing
Second
Amendment

The overwhelming response was they more than misinformation.
knew that tourists didn't have guns.
Andrew Helems
It is quite evident that the Right to
Freshman History Major
Carry bill will work ifgiven the chance.
The scare tactics and fear mongering
of the Anti-carry forces is nothing

lfhat\ Happening
contact Efrain at 384-4973 or and School of Health Sciences,
11 a.m. and School of Business
Patty at 381-1232.
Administration and School of
• An assortment oflost jewelry, Education at 3 p.m. Receptions
books, and other items may be in the Field House Courtyard
claimed at the University Police follow both ceremonies.
Department. Please be prepared
to show ID and to give a Mayl6
description of the item you have
Deadline to pay for Summer I.
lost.

May13

June2

Graduation in the Field House: Arena Registration & Drop and
College of Arts and Sciences Add

Dr. Contreras named-Professor
of.the Year by the Texas
Foreign Language Association
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Herrera • 1306 S. 16th • Edinbur

This awant is given to the Professor
who excels in foreign language
teaching and who has contributed
substantially in the field of foreign
languages. Dr. Contreras not only
teaches Spanish in the Department of
Modern Languages, but she is also
involved in many professional

organizations and in several projects.
She is an active member of Texas
Foreign Language Association,
American Association of Teachers of
SpanishandPortuguese,theAmerican
Council of Teachers of Foreign
Languages an the Spanish for Native .
Speakers Interest Group.
As a member of these organizations,
Dr. Contreras makes presentations at
the annual national conferences and is
a member of several committees. At
the state level, she is also currently
working on Essential Elements, the
TASP and the ExCet exams. the
national level, Dr. Contreras has been
named to the Board of Directors of the
Spanish for Native Speakers Institute
at New Mexico State University.

One of her major acomplishments
has been the work she put into in the
publication of a university level
textbook to teach spanish for Native
Speakers. The book, I Aben Sil, was
co-authored by Dr. Contreras, Dr.
GeorgeBlancoandDr.JudithMarquez
and was published by Heinle and
Heinle in Boston, Ma. It has been used
by universities such as; Cornell,
University of Wisconsin, University
of Arizona and Texas A & M
University at Corpus Christi.
Because
of
her
many
acomplishments in the field. members
of 1FLA presented her the honor of
Professor of the Year.

Texas

It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The
Planet. Unless You!ve Stolen It.

Your MasterCard. is stolen. You panic.You

get angry. You panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is
.

.

1n possession

of, oh, about seven cents worth of stolen_plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a

coaster when he entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have

to pay for stuff that you bought, and you can even get a new card

~

Q
which must sell wallets.

• Cr,to.11,1 r,•11d1tr,•11.i ,ipply
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the next day~ It'll be accepted at millions of locations, one of
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Power surge causes evacuations, blackout
failure were the primary switching gear boxes
(responsible for splitting high-voltage power
Staff
• into lower voltages) that lie directly north of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - the cafeteria and ballroom.
"CP&L responded real quickly, but it was
A power surge and blackout hit the south
actually
a student that guided us to a switching
sideofcampusat 12:20p.m. Monday.causing
gear
box
that was on fire. I wish I had caught
the evacuation of 10 buildings and canceling
his
name,
but he took off too fast,"Ochoa said.
of some classes.
"This
was
just a normal mechanical failure;
Frustrated students, staff, and faculty stood
it
happens,"
Paul Taylor, a service supervisor
bewildered as emergency vehicles arrived on
for
CP&L,
said.
Taylor said normally there
campus.
are
7,200
volts
running
through each of three
Shortly after the blackout, students and
different
phases
-the
A,
B and C phase-of
faculty alike loitered outside as ambulances,
a
transformer.
Two
of
the
phases crossed,
fire trucks and CP&L workers searched for
creating
12,470
volts
to
surge
through the
the source of the trouble and checked
lines
and
is
the
cause
of
the
Student
Services
airconditioning units in all the buildings that
Building's
air
conditioner
to
go
out
lost power. The power surge caused air
Evacuees, in many cases, had left the
conditioner motors in the CAS and Student
buildings
expecting to return shortly, only to
Services to burn out.The fire department
be
told
they
could not return.
arrived at the scene shortly afterward. The
One
student
outside the University Center
motor in the Fine Arts Building was strained
pleaded
with
authorities
to be allowed to
but did not burn out. The delay in return of
return
to
the
second
floor
to
retrieve texts and
power was caused when workers had to check
notebooks
needed
to
study
for
a test Tuesday.
the air conditioning motors in every building
Another
was
returning
from
class
to the SGA
that was affected.
office,and
was
caught
outside
the
UC
with his
Albert Ochoa, deputy director of the
truck
keys
on
the
third
floor.
Another
was
facilities operation at the Physical Plal1t, was
overjoyed
that
classes
were
canceled
in
the
right on top of the situation with CP&L.
CAS.
According co Ochoa, the main soun:es of

Jessica Coder

University officials arranged for Kendall
Tinker, the university locksmith, to
accompany those who needed access to a
buildingwithaflashlighttoretrievewhatever
they needed. While some classrooms have
windows, the interior of the UC and CAS-and most stairwells were in total darkness, as
some of the emergency backup lights failed
miserably.
Emilia Guerrero, a sophomore English
major, said she was surprised when the lights
blacked out
"When I first noticed [the blackout] I was
coming down the stairwells at the Student
Services Building from the sixth floor," she
said. "All of a sudden everything went pitch
black. I was scared.I had no idea what was
going on."
The surge was just one of those things,
officials said.
"This last week is a terrible time for this to
happen," Dr. Nancy Moyer, chair of the art
department, said. Many art students are
pressed to finish their projects.
For a few, the problem did not appear to be
any kind of setbaclc.
Adrian Brush, junior computer science
major,saidhewasindifferentaboutthewhole
thing.

"It's just something that happens, I guess,"
he said. It's not affecting me.."
On the other hand, many other students did
whattheycouldtomalcethebestofthesituation
astestsandclasseswerepostponedbecauseof
the evacuation.
Hector Deleon, sophomore nursing major,
was frustrated about the whole ordeal shortly
after he was told he couldn't enter his
classroom.
"It's an act of God," he said. "It's really
messing up a lot of students in the jewelry
making class and we have to finish all of our
pieces by next Tuesday ....As we stand right
now, this is a big setback."
Because the power surge caused a majority
of the buildings to be completely evacuated,
this caused problems for those who were
unaware of such action. Truman Campbell, a
freshman SGA senator majoring in criminal
justice, was outraged that no forewarning of
building evacuations had been given.
"Ithinkthiswholesituation putseverybody
in a bad disposition. If they're going to lock
down buildings, they should give people fair
warning," he said. "I was in class when they
locked the buildings down."
The locksmith helped Campbell get his
keys, which had been locked inside the UC

building.
.
The power surge didn't just create sample
problems for everyone on campus. The dorms
evacuated all their residents the same way
everybody else was evacuated from the other
buildings. This created an uprise of concern
for many dorm residents.
Aaron Cantu, a freshman premed major,
wasn't exactly sure what he was going to do.
He said, "I can't go home because it's too far
away. If they don't let us in tonight, I have no
idea where I'll sleep. [Since the cafeteria's
closed down] I'll have to rely on friends for
fcxxt"
Since power running from the cafeteria and
ballroom eastward was shut off, it took longer
to get the power back for the buildings
eastward. However, since the dormitories lie
behind the switch gear boxes, they were able
to be turned on between 1:45 and2:00-around
an hour and a half after the power surge
problem was isolated..
The outage definitely affected the
cafeteria.though.
"We had to close the cafeteria because the
police asked us to evacuate it," Joe Chiesa,
director of the cafeteria, said. "At that point

See blackout, P· 11
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Campus newspaper under new managemen t
OmarGonwez
Managillg Edllor
A senior communications
journalism student has been named
editor of The Pan American for 1995-

1996.
Meredith A. Markham Jr. will be
the44th editor to head the newspaper,
beginning May 29, the start ofthe first
summer session.
Markham is a former phoco editor
of The Pan American. This year he
workedRioMediaAdvertisingwherc
he edited two tabloid magazinesHighSchool Sports and Texas Dealer.
The first spotlighted athletes who also
excelled academically. The second
was an automobile trade magazine.

Besides editing the magazines be
also wrote articles and took photos

and helped with layout, while
aaending school half time.
Last week Markham walked off
with top honors in an exhibit of
desktop publishing projects produced
in the desktop publishing class taught
by Bob Rollins. Markham's designs
wonmeritawardsforbestnewsletter,
best letterhead, best business card.
He also won Best of Show. In April
he received a first place in gene.ral
magazine action photo for his shot in
the Spring 94 issue of Rio magazine.
In 1993, he earned an honorable
mention for photo essay in live
competition of the Texas
Intercollegiate Press Association in
Corpus Christi.
The Student Publications

Meredith Markham
Committee selected Markham by
acclamation in a meeting Thursday.
Markham was the only student to
apply for the position of newspaper
editor.

"I like being the only one to apply,"
he said. 'The best competition is none
at all."
This year, applicants were required
tohaveatleasta2.5 GPA. Previously

a 2.0 GPA was required.
As far as the coverage of the paper
goes, Markham plans some changes,
espec~yintheawandente.rtainment
pages.
'There is going to be a revamping
of the A&E pages," he said. 'The
pages will include more events which
reflect the ethnicity of this campus."
However, some philosophies will
remain the same. Markham is still
going to cover campus events, but he
hopes to boost coverage of issues in
the national, international, state and
community level.
"I want to cover all types of news
that students want to read," he said.
As for a new look, Markham plans
some design changes but will not
reveal what he will change.
"It's a surprise," he said. "Students

will have to read the paper this.
summer to find OUL •• SO pick it up!"
Markham is currently putting_
together a staff for the summer and is ·
taking applications for the fall.
·
"We're
going
to
neecl ;
photographers, a photo lab technician,
and reporters," Markham said. "I
invite anyone interested in workina,
with the paper to call me at the Student
Publications Office."
Student publications is located in
the University Center 322. The phone
is 381-2541.
MaJtharn, 26, is married to the
former Rebecca Pankratz ofMission,
who also was a communications
major at Pan American. They live in
Edinburg.
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The Pan American

ith the aroma
of sizzling
fajitas wafting
over the UC
Circle, more
than 300 students celebrate Cinco
de Mayo, afavoriteMexicanHoliday, Tuesday.
Cinco de Mayo celebrates the
d~feat of Ma:ximilan's elite troops
by outmanned Mexican troops and
peasants at the town of Puebla,
Me:xico·on May 5, 1862.
·Every color of the rainbow engulfed the UC crowd as Amado
Balderas gave an inspiring speech
on the history of Cinco de Mayo,

drawing a rousing applause from
the crowd.
This year's Cinco de Mayo celebration was dedicated to the
memory of Selena
Vilma Maldonado, one of
Selena's close friends spoke to the
crowd about the special moments
she shared with her.
"Selena never forgot where she
came from and she never wanted to
get use to the good life," she said.
"She always liked the simple life
and was so friendly with everyone.
. "She tought us to be proud of
ourheratige and not to let go ofour
dreams,'' Maldonado said. ''That

was something that was really important to her."
The Folkloric dancers kicked off
the day's festivities at 11 am. with
a wide variety of dances that are
traditional to the Hispanic culture.
Juan Guteirrez, sophomore kinesiology major from San Juan,
won the grito contest which drew
12 participants.
Channel 4 News and Que Pasa
99 .5 came to checkout the celebration.
Brother John, DJ for99.5, talked
to the audience about his special
moments with Selena.
"I met Selena before she even

Tbe Pu American/Mereditb Markllalll
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started singing," he said. "She
meant a lot to me as well as everyone else in the community and she
is really going to be missed by
everyone."
People mingled about and relaxed as a mariachi perfonnedanxiously waiting for Los Palominos,
a popularTejano band to perfonn.
They band prefonned after the
mariachi band and faced some unusual weather when a lite sprinkle
came down.
Participants enjoyed an abundance of fajita tacos, Cokes, chips,
virgin daiquiris, coladas, and
margaritas throughout the day.

Leo Canales, junior social work "Things have really changed since

major, said he really enjoys Cinco
de Mayo.
"I feel good," he said. "I think
the celebration is good because it
unites la Raza and makes us remember where we come from and
who we are."
However, students, faculty and
staff were not the only ones that
were present at the celebration.
Marco Martinez, a Valley native, enjoyed the celebration because it had been four years since
he had been in the Valley.
"I spent three years in Gennany
and time in other places," he said.

thelasttimelwashere, but it's nice
to see that the tradition of celebrating' Cinco de Mayo 'is continued."
Melissa Gonzales, vice president
of the UPB, was pleased with the
day's success. The UPB started
planning for Cinco de Mayo about
two months ago.
"I think we got a really good
turnout," she said. "We enjoyed it
and had fun with it. We're hoping
we can get these kind of events for
the fall."
The event was sponsored by
UPB.

Tbe Pu Amerkan/Eddie Garza

8ven after he won the grlto contest, Juan
Gutierrez, something something something
something, continues to show his support at

the Cinco de Mayo celebratlon held Tuesday at
the Unlverstly Clrcle.

,,(,yctla Martinez, an employee for Crossing
Borders magazine, took time out of the Cinco !
de Mayo clebratlon to look over the Selena
anlcle they recently published.

cperfomlng tradltlonal dances from the Veracruz aruot Mexico, the UTPA Folklorlcdancers drew
erathuslastlc shOuts as spectators enjoyed the Cinco de Mayo festlvHles .
..

cperla de Occidente, a mariachi from Tampico, dellghted the crowd during Cinco de Mayo celebratlon
In the UC Clrcle Tuesday. The event was celebrated early because of dead days May 4-5.

The Pu American/Eddie Garza

Joe Cerda, leader of Perla de Occidente
mariachi, charmed a youngster.

I
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Tejano group contributes to Cinco de Mayo celebration
Melissa Mata
Featuns EdiJor
With hundreds of people joining in on the celebration of Cinco de
Mayo, fans of all ages came from all over the Valley to watch and
listen to the ever popular and rising Tejano group Los Palominos.
Hot SONYrecording artists, Los Palominos charmed tlteir way
up the stage mesmerizing fans throughout the afternoon singing
popular songs from their past three albums and one new single from
their new album that is sure to climb the charts upon its release.
Among the songs they played for everone was the popular,
'Corawn de Cystal', along with a few boleros, rancheras along with
some of their popular cumbias. All in all fans from everywhere
enjoyed themselves throughout the show.
Coming from a family with a musical background, the Areola
brothers James (lead singer), Johnny (accordion), Jorge (base) and
Jesse (percussion) launched their career in 1982 in Uvalde, Te:xas.
Having a musician for a father certainly increased their love for
music, Johnny said.
"Our dad was a musician and played all the time," he said. "He
played throughout the 60's and 70's and we would listen to him
play. He taught us the basics and we picked up from there."
Their discovery; however, is unlike many othm. The four brothers
were performing at a festival in Kenrille when Armando (Mando)
The Pan ArNirnnll.•~ rza
Lichtenberger of La Mafia, saw them perform. Immediately after Rising SONY recording anlst, Los Palomlnos,perfonn hits from the past albums during the festlvl•
watching and listening to them, he knew that Los Palominos were ties for the Cinco de Mayo celebratlon. Their newest album wm be released May 23rd.
something special.
Their newest album, 'El Ganador' (The (the group) agreed on one person, Ramon
Almost instantly, Lichtenberger produced and recorded a demo of them for SONY and was Wmner), is scheduled to be released by SONY Ayala.
presented to the company. It was after that one fateful day that the four unknown brothers, May 23rd with 11 new songs including a
"Ramon Ayala is one of the best accordion
Los Palominos, became stars and produced their first album, 'La Espada Y La Pared' (The special Christmas song that will be aired players around today," Johnny said. "His
Sword and the Wall) followed by their second album 'Del Norte Al Sur' (From North to heavily throughout the Christmas season.
music is very unique and it's something that
South) which made them a success.
"The new album is a lot like the others grew up listening to ."
Their latest album, 'Corazon de Crystal' (Crystal Heart) has climbed up the charts and except for one thing," Johnny said. "Instead
Plans for the future include a possible
group has been awarded a gold album for the sale of their album.
of including a bolero with the accordion, we country album.
"We're really glad that 'Corazon de Crystal' went gold," Johnny said. "We really didn't included a ballad that features the keyboard."
"We use to play a lot of country when we
expect it, but we hope to go platinum with the next album."
However, when it comes to influences they frrst started out," he said. "We 're looking at
doing something along those lines but we're
not sure yet"
Other plans include a release of their first
video, for the first single that is set to be
released any day now 'La Llama'.
HIDALGO COUNTY
"We never had time to do a video before
Office of Employment and Training
because we were always out on the road," he
Serving Hidalgo and Willacy Counties
said. "Everybody always wanted us to do a
video but we just never had the time until

'"'-

Our main goal is to go as
far as we can go ...The sky
Is the llmlt, all we can do Is
keep ·working and working
and hopefully someday
reach the platinum stage
which maybe we can d.o
with the next album
Johnny
Los Palominos
said. "Everybody always wanted us to do a
video but we just never had the time until
now."
As far as their music is concerned, the
brothers said they try to stick to what they
like and what everyone will like to.
"We try to form a style that isn't for the
young, our music is for everyone," Johnny
said."
In addition to releasing more albums, Los
Palominos hope to go as far as their music
will take them.
"Our main goal is to go as far as we can
go," Johnny said. "The sky is the limit, all we
can do is keep working and working and
hopefully someday reach the platinum stage
which maybe we can do with the next album."
Because the four of them are brothers, they
credit their success to one person, their father,
Don Juan Areola.
"He taught us a lot," Johnny said. "He
taught us how to work as one and this enables
us to have better communication with each
other and wodc in better harmony.
"So far it's worked and hopefully it'll still
work in the future. All we can do is hope and
see what we can get," he said

ATTENTION STUDENTS!! !

DO YOU NEED TWO YEARS OR LESS TO OBTAIN YOUR DEGREE?
WELL! if you answer yes to the above question, you might be eligible for financial
assistance.
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Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin®. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
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L_____ -----------------·-''
Cl 995

Use only as directed

..

a..

~~ Sm1thKl1ne
ch•m
-.,Uconsumer HHlthc•r•

Revive with Vivarin!
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Taking A Look

The Flip Side
Village of the Damned
Universal Pictures
Christopher Reeve, Kristie Alley,
Mark. Hamill
Have you ever been tricked into
seeing a movie?
Well in this case, not only I was
tricked but I had high expectations
for John Carpenter's latest horror
thriller "Village of the Damned."
When I saw the previews for the
film, I have to admit it was
intriguing. A small village has
some sort of blackout and all the
women become pregnant including
a teenage virgin.
From those pregnancies, come

these extraordinary children that have
unique powers- they can read
thoughts.
Besides having these powers, these
children have no compassion except
for their own kind.
I know this film sounds corny and
believe me it is, however, Carpenter's
"Mouth Of Madness," was an
enonnous thriller that did well at the
box office. So naturally thought
Carpenter was on some sort of streak
of box office blockbusters - I was
wrong.
The plot became so predictable that
I started reading all of the characters
before anyone was killed. Even
during the movie I could tell the

audience was waiting for some son
of twist in the plot or a surprise
breakthrough from one of the
characters.
However, the anticipation didn't
lead to anything but a bunch of
white, blond, blue eyed, children
terrorizing a small town.
Christopher Reeve, Kristie Alley,
and Mark Hamill play their parts
well but what can good actors do
with a cliche storyline.
I wouldn't recommend this film
to anyone unless you want to be
spooked by a bunch of brats with
no manners - wait for video.
Let me take that back, wait for
the $1 theater.• Jason Gude"ez

· Literary magazine set for a new issue
Ray Quiroga
St(iff

In 1980, Professor Dortothy
Schmidt had an idea to make a
literary magazine for a class project.
That idea has now turned into an
award winning institution called
Gallery. The literary and art magazine
has become an important outlet of the
•University's talented students. This
years edition should not be a
disappointment
. As Mrs. De La Fuente put it, "The
challenge is to make the latest issue
better than last ." This issue will
stand out in a number of ways.
Compared to previous years, many of
the University's photographers
submitted an abundant number of

works. As a result, the Gallery will
This year, 12 students signed up for
have its first color photograph cover. the upper division Gallery class. In
"We are generally short on short terms of putting the magazine
stories. This year we selected a lot of together, they did most of the work,
them, but we could not get them all "It's a lot of hard work", de La Fuente
in," De La Fuente said.
said.
The hard working students in Mrs.
The students choose the worlc that
De La Fuente's Gallery class had to will be published, and give other input
pick from over 97 contributors and that is important for the Gallery. The
531 submissions, but even that did not process takes a whole semester, but
guarantee publication.
the situation becomes really frantic
The;nagazine itself should be out towards the end of the semester.
on Monday May 8. Then on
The fact that they don't get any
Wendsday, May 10, the Gallery submissions until the end of March
banquet will be held from 1 to 3 p.m. does not make things any easier.
at the first floor of the
De La Fuente would also like to
Communications Building. Prizes and point out that they accept submissions
awards will be given out to winners anytime, not just during the Spring.
in such categories as art and poetry. ''The class itself is a great experience
The students who worked on this for upper division students," she said.
project will also be thanked.

the underworld to get the goods on wring the A&E editor's neck for
the psychotically dangerous Little giving me this pitiful piece of worlcl
Junior (Nicholas Cage). Cage's But as I continued listening to it, it
character is a goateed muscular got better. It wasn't an instrumental
David Caruso
mobster freak who gets away with after all- there were wordslll
being
quick but relatively dense at the
This album tells ofFaithfull's life,
Just when you thought the famous
same
time.
as from what I gather it must have
buttocks of network television had
Samuel L. Jackson plays a cop with been a tough one!l The songs are
left our view forever, think again.
a
wounded
eye, who's feeling of hauntingly odd and bleak, but if you
David Caruso (NYPD Blue redhead)
anger
towards
Jimmy slowly melt into listen closely to her words they make
returns to the mean streets of New
empathy.
sense. The best song on this CD is
York to star in the pumped up thriller
"Kiss of Death,'' can be viewed as "Flaming September""Kiss Of Death," written by Richard
"The Summer dying... September
Price (" Color of Money"), and incisively the way real-life crooks
directed with the sullen craftiness of actually operate. A hot-car business · lives in flame... My youth lies bruised
Barbet Schroeder ("Reversal of concealed as an innocent repair and broken ...No happy ending to the
Fortune"), the movie is supremely garage, or even a lawyer selfishly game ... Don't bother to tell me... I'll
clever remake of the 1947 film , putting his career above someone live on here the same." Track 5, "She"
also compares to the greatness of
expanding the realism of crime that else's endangered life.
The biggest downer of the story is "Flaming September" This is a great
the earlier picture couldn't deliver.
Jimmy Kilmartin (David Caruso), the fact that Jimmy staggers towards album, don't let the spooky lyrics
an ex-crook / ex-alcoholic in his decency, but can't seem to catch a scare you away. ~• 112 Regan Block
wormy cousin (and fonner partner in break. This parable illustrates more
crime), Ronnie (Michael Rappaport), than just the morals of it all, but
shows up at his door in the middle of composes the idea that in a world of
Bored for the summer?
the night with an offer he feels he liars and cheaters who all too often
get
away,
there
stands
out
the
one
can't, by blood refuse. So that he isn't
killed by his mobster buddies, Ronnie criminal who clings to his last bit of
Come and join
desperately needs Jimmy to help him integrity, destined only to become the
The
Pan American
transport a caravan of stolen cars. fool in the end.
Student
•••• 1/2 HoQy Meisel
Predictably, the police show up, ( a
Publications
bomb in the plans, no doubt) and end
RoomUC322
up arresting only Jimmy on a bmglary MarianM Fallh/1111
charge.
A Secr,tLqe
If you can write,
After his three- year vacation in Island Records
draw,
take pictures,
the slammer, Jimmy, who is now up
or yell at people
for parole , is not yet given the
When I review CD's I never know
during
deadline - you
approval stamp, according to D.A. what to expect As I glanced at the
Frank Z.Oili (Stanley Tucci).
cover, I saw a middle-aged woman
can work for us!
Before Jimmy can return to his and wondered what this CD would
most important focus in life - his sound like. I thought I would make
family, he must carefully go back into an educated guess, and say she would
: The meek need not apply!
sound similiar to The Cranberries.
WRONG!
I must say that when I heard the fust
track, I was disappointed. It was an
instrumental album- I was going to

Kiss 0/ Death
Twentieth Century Fox
Samuel Jackson, Nicholas Cage,

•••••••••••••••••
••
••
••

••
••

••

••
•••
•••
••
•

•

••
••

••
•
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Reproductive Services

GRADUATION SPECIAL

613 SESAME DRIVE WEST

PEN AND PENCIL SET SHEAFFER, LAMY, COLIBRI, CROSS, PARKER, PAOLO
LARGE SELECTION OF TELEPHONES

•

HARLINGEN

In association with Adoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health care

••
••
••••••••••••••••••••

Z-FORCE: PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR $39.99
INSTALL BATTERIES: FOR ALL KINDS OF CALCUlATORS,WATCHES &CORDLESS PHONES

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treabnent
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

ALARM CLOCKS: BIG NUMBERS, DIGITAL &ANALOGS:
WATCHES: BOY LONDON, GUESS, PERRY ELLIS,CITIZEN, CASIO, TIMEX.

441J;lt~i~blliif41:611;1ti;J\

•

LIGHTERS: ZIPPO, QUANTUM, COLIBRI
We are located near Sears at La Plaza Mall

Sonia$ 'Beauty Sfiop

WATCHES, CALCULATORS,
COMPUTER GAMES & GIFTS

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

W□PtlO
La Plaza Mall C&
McAllen • 687-4226

Licensed by the Texas Department of llealth

Studcznt Cut $5 Regular Cut $7
Opvn Hondcry - SGtardcry • 1;30 p. m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W University • Saite 5 • Edinburg

380-2239
Get Ready For
Graduation With ...

SUMMER WORK
T l-tU RSDAY 4th

* $900 TO START
* FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
* SCHOLARSHIPS/ INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE

* NEAT PROFESSIONAL APPEAR - A MUST

*

WORK TO BEGIN AFTER FINALS

•

DESIGNER RESlJl\1ES
ELECTRONICS

For posting on the
"information super highway"
ADVANCED WORD
PROCESSING
Unlimited resume formats
EXECUTIVE CLASS
Color printing and quality paper
products

•

COVER LETTERS
Custom designed letterhead,
matching your resume
DOCUMENTSTORAGE
On computer disk making updates
a breeze
DISTRIBUTION
A complete service,
from writing to mailouts

Call Rhonda

682-0749

CALL (210) 423-7093 IMMEDIATELY M-F 9-5 P.M.

Be ready for your future

Et,PATO

ANTED.
Plasma Donors Earn Extra Cash

- 11i~111u111mm~1111rn~
LA MEJORMUSICA EN ESPANOL
.:,

.. safe clinical procedure free Lab screening
$25.00 for yourl st four donations
with in 14 days
NEW CLIENTS ONLY
NEW DONORS ACCEPTED
MON. - SAT. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

~~~

IIW..W,,

Luis lliguel-GaribalcHlant-Chrlltian
Nine Inch Nalls-Green Day-llorrlssey--Curt
Tirnbiriche-Caifanes~cHl1nda Blanca
Thi Srnllhs·Thrlll Kill Kull-front 242
_Ricky lar1in-l01 F~IOl01_Cacinacs
Nitzer EbHevolting Cocks-KMFDll-ijolk
Alejaxh Guzman--P1ul111 Rubb-Asap-Calo Ministry-Smashing Pumplins•SkiMy Puppy
¢

21+ NO COVER till 9:30

•

VAIi.KY.-

MAY SPECIAL

IIITEROUI

PATOS..
I_________

'Iwo (2) Patos of the same kind,
aJalapeiio or hot sauce and a
32oz.JUMBO Ice Cold Coke .. $2.99 !
•1~>1 ANO .. IWIDlf.ADI FLOUR TOll'TIUM
IIRI.G'S c,wat HONFWIIE IIECIPD AU.R>OD
IIADa,_.DM.YONPMIIIEa

TRY -EM. YOlrl.L
LOVEaall

•

Alpha Plasma Center

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.IL - SUNDAY 8:00 A.M.

102 S.16th Street • McAllen
682-4159

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

Mon-Sun

25 DRINKS, 25 ¢BEER, 25 ¢WINE~ 8to 10

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

8:30 .,.. 4:30

EDINBURG • • • • 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) ••••••• 787-7401
McAllEN (Pecan) .....• 682-,_1 76
McAllEN (Bus. 83) ... 687-8269
McAllEN (N. 10th) ... 682-1576

BROWNSVILLE .•... 541-024 1
MISSION .•..••.......... 585-4 54 5
WESIACO ............. 969-1414
HARIJNGEN .......... 428-6224
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Broncs mustered by Cajuns, season in jeopardy
Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
Tony Spauldingpersonally wrecked
UTPA Saturday, sparking SouthwestemLouisiana to a baseball sweep,
16-2 and 8-2, which puts heavy
pressure on the Broncs to win their
final baseball series against Arkansas
State.
The Broncs have been backed into a
virtual "must win" comer at 1 p.m. in
Jonesboro, Ark. They need to revene
their fortunes and win one m<re game
than UALR and one less game than
Louisiana Tech does.
Spaulding, a 6-foot senior, rolled
over the Broncs like a freight train
Saturday.
The Ragin' Cajun third baseman
smashed three home runs, batted 6for-8, scored six runs himself (two
more than the Broncs), and stole three
hue., fer good measure. His 10th,
l lth,and 12thhomenmsoftheseason
were good for six RBI's, four m<re
than the Broncs mustered.
Both games were routs after USL
scored five runs in the top of the first
inning.
Angry at being rejected from the six
team Sun Belt Conference
Championship Tournament by their
own school, a self-imposed USL
penalty based upon alleged
T h e , _ ~ Garza improprieties in the baseball program,
Pitcher Jody Moore bums In a fast one In a recent game.
the Ragin' Cajuns battered the Broncs
early and frequently.
Kris Slivocka homered for the

,ltte. ~
4

a'~. 'ltte.

otlier's 'IJ
May

_,,,,,_.,.

Jllary Oilvares

14tli

• Clos

in
8

His~N~Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. Univer ■ ity
Edinburg • 383-9036

117AS.13thst.
Edinburg

383•2491

Broocs in the second game after Heath
Autrey's double to cut USL's lead to
5-2in the fourth. ButDarrin Babineaux
(6-4) held the Broncs to five other hits,
all singles.
Victims of USL's first inning
outbursts were Kiki Trevino (2-1) and
Shelby Thomas (5-6), the Broncs'
starting pitchers. Eight Bronc errors
to USL's two didn't help. Oswaldo
Aguirre also homered to give the USL
sweepers a 4-1 edge in homers.

Sunday, USL continued the
onslaught on the Broncs, beating them
8-3 to sweep the series.
Brandon Benefield hit 4-for-4 and
Kris Slivocka socked Sunday's only
homer, but two big 13'sin theboxscore
told why Southwestern Louisiana won.
This sweep marked UTPA's last
home game, and final home sporting
event of the academic year. It still
leaves the Broncs alive, fighting for
the final spot in the SBC Tournament,

..·-:

tied with UALR. Both have 8-1~ _
records.

One of six seniors playing his.·
farewell before 408 fans, Benefield •
said goodbye to Jody Ramsey Stadium
by booming a triple 345 feet off the
fence in the left, then slashing three.,
singles. HeplatedMickTosch,oneof !
four Broncs with two hits each, to ciu ,
USL'sleadto5-linthesecondinning, .
Slivocka boomed a 1-0 pitch barely
fair, but high above the 330-foot foul,,.
pole in the left, leading off the sixth to. .
cut USL's margin to 7-2. The Broncs, ..
managed to score again only in the ,:
cighth,when Tosch,BenefieldandRJ.
Garcia led off with singles. The USL, ,
relief ace; James Gamble, struck out.,,;
the next lhree to earn his fifth save. ~..
Chuck Cox and Mau Siskowski ..
joined Slivocka and Tosch with two .• ,
.:..:•.•·""...., hits apiece. Yet, it was another
frustrating ~Y for the Broncs, who.
fell to 17-34 overall.
USLis going nowhere in post-season
despitea21-20record, 12-12in SBC.
USL quit the baseball tournament as a i:
self penalty for alleged rules .
infractions.
Ian Methvin (3-3) stopped the :
Broncs on sevenhitsthefirstsix innings• •
to gain the victory. Starter Jorge Ortiz.•.
(4-9) lost afte.r having up 10 innings
plus the four batters he faced in the.-:
sixth.
Freshman Thomas Rohan pitched .
well in relief for the Broncs, holding,: ·
USL to just one run the final four ·:
innings while spacing four hits.
UTPA will need to win one more-The p_.. American/ E~ Garza
catching fortl18 Bronca lsunlorChuck Cox. Cox had two hits and game at Arkansas State this weekend.
this weekend's Nrles was his lat as a Bronc.
than Arkansas-Little Rock wins at ..
home in another three game series·. .
against New Orleans, or the Broocs' ·
season is over. If the Broncs succeed ,
in this, they will compete in the Sun :
Belt Championship Tournament May ·
17-20, either at Jacksonville, f1a. or ..
Mobile, Ala.

8:JO a.m. •6:JO p.m. (lfon-l'rl}
8:JO a.m. · 12:JO p.m. (Sit)

•.·

T
OOKRENTAL
BOOKS
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Busy Corner DELI
~PMtl/

P~euut,~
SANDWIC HES
Customer's Cho ice - Choose from fresh roast beef, ham or turkey on white
or wheat with American or Swiss cheese, le 1ruce, tomaco and mayo nnaise.
lllcludes chips and pickle. Roast Beef• U,SO
Ham or Turkey • $3.25

Submarines - A delicious combination of roast beef 1urkey ham cono
salami, "special dressing", tomato, lenuce, onion,
and Sw iss ~heese.
Includes chlps, pep perocini aod p ickle. $3,95

Amerkan

SUMMER RENTAL PROGRAM
Art In Context
College Algebra
Physical Science
Computers & lnfor
Biology

$12.15 .
$16.85
$14.50
$14.85
$24.50

Chemistry
Management
Prin. of lnfor. Sys.
Intro. to Sociology
Psychology

$23.35
$19.50
$16.85
$ 8.25
$19.95

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Barrister· Sau1eed ham, turkey, cono salami a nd roasl beef o n a kaiser roll
w ith melted Swiss c heese, lettu ce, to ma to, o nlo n , mayonn aise a nd
mustard.
Includes chips, pep perocini and pickle. $3,95
Chicken andwich - Boneless chicken breast sandwich w ith melted Swiss
Cheese, 1omato, lenuce, onion.
Includes chips and pickle. $4.00

1/ 2 Sandwich w/ Sou p • $3.25
SOUPS & SALADS
CHEF · Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, turkey, and two cheeses.

Choice of dressing, plus crackers. $3. 75
TOSSED • Fresh garden salad w/crackers. $2.25
SOUP OF 11iE DAY· small cup. $1.50 / large cup. $2.SO
DRJ.l\1(5 • Coke, Die t Coke , Sprite or Iced Tea. 55(
DFSSERT - Cookies. 60 ~
Try o ur delicious party trays for your next gathering! Mad e to yo ur order.

Dine In - TakeOut or Delivery • Mon Fri. 11:(J() a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
For fas1er delivery service call in order early!

381-2251

(2 10) 3 8'0-14?4

FREE STUDENT .;
TEXT
'•

Science and Health with j
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

CALL

686-4241

Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St. • McAllen

OPEN Mon., Wed., &. Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

..
a
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Student trainers cure the way for athletes
c:.14;,ors Note. Th •s •s th ,,,_. rt f skills of the trainers regardless of the
•
I I e,1,.,.pa O
f
.
amount o expenence they have,
8 two part series·
Lancaster said.
Q.111,

Melissa Mata
Featllres Editor
When it comes to helping someone
with an injury, especially athletes,
UTPA's athletic trainers are ready,
willing, and waiting for someone who
needs help.
According to Jim Lancaster, head
athletic trainer, the athletic department
has eight student athletic trainers,
whoareavailableeverydayoftheweelc
to help the athletes with their injuries.
"The trainers are here everyday to
help the athletes with whatever injury
they might have," he said. ''They are
here to help them cope with their
injuries and help prevent them from
further injury."
The program serves as a hands-on
vocational training that helps to benefit
both the trainers and the athletes, he
said.
"Our main goal it to help and develop
the skills of the trainers so that they
can do their job correctly and
accurately," Lancaster said. ''Our goal
is to provide a service to the athletes
and keep them in the best possible
condition."
Another thing is that we need to
build up the confidence and the basic

Although some of the trainers have
been womng at the training room for
some years now, some never had a
chance to do something like this until
they attended this university.
Albert Flores, kinesiology major
from Corpus Christi, said the
opportunity for him to.be a trainer in
high school never came up.
"I never got to do it in high school
because I was always involved in
something," Flores said. "I used to
play a Jot of soccer and basketball and
anything else that came up throughout
the season."
A 1992 graduate, Flores said that he
looks up to Lancaster because if it
weren't for him, he wouldn't have had
the opportunity to become a trainer.
"I always wanted to do something
likethisbutitwasJim thatgavemethe
opportunity to work here three years
ago," he said. "He's a really great guy
and he's taught me a loL He's helped
me to ]earn how to work with people
on a one-to-one basis and helped me to
become more responsible as an
individual."
Even though Flores is there is to
help everyone, he said he did enjoy
doing some things more than the others.
"I really like to tape because it's a
realchallenge,"hesaid. ''We're always

Student trainers are bottom: April Pruitt and Ronnie Pena. Back
row Is Alfredo Cestlllo, Albert Flores, Saul Cadena, Jimmie Martinez,
and Robert Martinez.
·
checking to see who can do the best because he had never considered it as
tape job and who does it the neatest work.
The neater the job the better it works."
"I've never considered what I do as
Another trainer, Alfred Castillo, a work because I'm doing something
kinesiology major from Donna, said that I really love to do," he said.
being an athletic trainer never entered "Working with people has always
his mind until he came to the university. come naturally to me and I plan to do
"I kind of ~tumbled into the this for the rest of my life because I
program," he said. "I always knew I really enjoy what I do."
wanted to do something in the medical
When it came to working, Castillo
field but I wasn't sure what I exactly also said that he enjoys taping and
wanted to do until I started working evaluating injuries.
here."
"Taping injuries is an art form and
However, Castillo was reluctant to it's something that you really have to
say that he worked as an athletic trainer work at to get good," he said. "I like to

evaluate injuries because I like to study
I
d· ·
hance
I
a ot an it gives me a c
to app Y
what I've learned."
Another good thing Castillo gets
out of being a trainer is satisfaction.
"I get this really good feeling inside
after I've helped someone with an
injury," he said. "Knowing that
someone is depending on me to help
them get over their injury feels really
good. It's a re.ally positive feeling that
motivates me learn more than what I
already know."
And just like Flores, Castillo said he
owes a lot to Lancaster.
"If it weren't for Jim I probably
wouldn't be here," he said. "He gave
me an opportunity to do what I love to
do. He probably the nicest and smartest
guythatyoucanevermeeLHe'sreally
dedicated and he'11 do anything he can
do to help you."
Unlike Flores and Castillo, April
Pruitt, freshman nursing major from
Edinburg, hasn't had as much
experience working with college
students but has had trainer experience
while she was in high school
"I started being an athletic trainer in
high school after I kept getting hurt in
different activities," she said. "I really
enjoyed it because it I loved working
with the athletes and helping them
with their injuries."
Even though Pruitt was a trainer in
high school, shedidn 'tknow about the

pro~at the univ~ty until~
Barner, the head b'8ll1C2' at F.dinburs
High tdh
._1,.. Lan
_..__
to erto MaU-to
casterauuut
iL
"If it weren't for her, I wouJdn't be
in school right now," she said. "Jim
was re.ally nice to me and told me
about the different opportunities that
are available at the university. rve
learned a lot from him that's going to
help me in the future with my nursing
career."
The most exciting part of being a
trainer is working with the athletes,
Pruitt said
"I've met a lot of people since I've
become a trainee here at the university
and it's really great," she said. ''We
learn how to take care of them and help
them get back to the way they were
before they became injured. Being a
trainer is great because you really get
to know the athlete, and see who they
re.ally are besides an athlete."
Even though everyone has learned
something different from being an
athletic trainer, Flores, Castillo and
Pruitt all agree on one thing: Being an
athletic trainer is one of the best things
that has happened to them. They love
what they do and as long as they cam
help people they will continue to do 90
for as long as they can.

Ninth Annual sports banquet to honor athlete students
The Ninth Annual Athletes
Recognition Banquet will be held
Mondy, May 8, at 5 p.m. The banquet
willbeforallstudentathletes,coaches,
staff, and dales in Dr. Miguel Nevarez,
UTPAPresidenL There will bea$10
fee for general admission.
Awards will be presented to the
Athlete of the Year, Freshman of the
Year, All-Sun Belt Conference
porformers, Lou Hassell Award, and
the Ann LaMantia Award.
Coaches nominated outstanding
athletes for the awards.
Nominees of male athlete of the
Year are:

Culley Howard Golf, Jr., Houston,
Texas. Culley earned All-SWl Belt
Conference honors as chosen by the
league's coaches after tieing for
seventh place at the Sun Belt
Conference Championship in
Jacksonville, Florida. The seventhplace finish equaled the highest ever
by a Bronc at a conference
championship.
Matt Siskowski Baseball So.,
Gallup, New Mexico. Siskowski
currently leads the baseball team (or
shares the lead) in six major offensive
squistical categories, including hits,
runs scored, doubles, runs batted in,

home runs and slugging percentage.
He leads all non-pitchers in fielding
percentage at .986 and has started in
49 of the team's 51 games this season.
Jose Vasquez Cross Country/l'rack
and Infield Jr., La Joya, Texas.
Vasquez earned All Sun Belt
Conference last spring in the 3,000meter steeplechase with a time of 9:
17.99 at SBC Championship. He was
second at the 1995 SBC Indoor
Championship in the 800 meters and
was a member of the distance medley
relay team which broke the school
record and broke the existing Sun Belt
Conference record.

Charles Williams basketball Sr.,
Hayti, Missouri. Williams finished
second on the basketball team in
scoring with 13 .9 points per game and
third in rebounding with 5.0 per game.
He started 19 of 23 games and led the
team and finished second in Sun Belt
Conference in field goal shooting,
hitting 51.4 percent He had a season
high 23 points in the win over
Louisiana
Nominees for Male Freshman
Athlete of the Year are:

Peter Carreon cross, country/traek increased as the season progresaed.
and field, Wallis, Tex. Carreon~ed He saw action in 23 games with one
All-Sun Belt Conference honors at the start and averaged 1.0 points and 0.6
Indoor Championships as a member rebounds per game. He's the only

of the distance medley relay team
which finished second and set a new
school record. Carreon has the sixthbest time in the SWl Belt this year in
the300-meter steeplechase,havingran
a 9:35.33.
Dustin Martin, basketball, Grady,
NM. Martin was a valuable reserve
whose playing time and contributions

freshman to sec game action this
season.
JeffMoore baseballHouston, Texas.
Moore leads the team and ranks third
in the Sun Belt Conference in on-hue
percentage at .497. He• s tied for SBC
lead in walks drawn with 47 and leads

See Banquet p. 11

EVeryone's Selling
their Used Books
at

The University of Texas
San Antonio

.
.

l~ Is

currently accepting applications from
. students interested in obtaining a Master's
· degree in one of the following programs.
•
•
•
•

Master of Business Administration MBA
MBA International
Master of Professional Accounting (MPA)
Master of Science in Management of
Technology (MS MOT)
• Master of Taxation (MT)

FREE slice of
pizza &.. drink
(next Monday, Tuesday&. Wednesday
between 11 :00 am. - 4:00 p.m.
while you sell you books.)
- oo-

Summer Session
I&. II Books
Ready May 15th

Accredited b_y the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)

For further information, please call or write:

Dr. Lynda Y. de la Vina
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies
and Research College of Business
The University of Texas at SanAntonio
San Antonio, TX 78249-0639
(210) 691-4317

Watch for
Summer School
·specials
-

00 -

Caps&..
Gowns
$21.95
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UPB provides entertainment for Parent-Child Picnic

UCK, DUCK, GOOSE-Squeals of
favorite with the little ones. Also, other children
laughter and giggles filled the UC Circle favored the duck pond where they plucked a
Saturday as more than 150 children and
duck from a pond and redeemed it for a prize.
adults turned out for UPB 's Parent/Child
The main purpose of this event according to
Picnic.The event was planned to allow student
Richard Kershaw, coordinator of student
families to spend time together.
activities, "is to provide a day for students,
Although it was a blustery day, the kids didn't faculty, staff to spend time with their families."
seem to mind. Balloons given out at the
Many students don't have time to spend time
beginning of the event had vanished from the
.with their families.
·
children's hands by the end of the day. With
"I carry a full classload and that limits the
apparent minds of their own, many of the
time I spend with my family," Wade Walker,
colorful balloons festooned nearby trees and
engineering freshman, said."This kind of event
fences.
allows me to spend time with my family."
Tykes downed red punch, chips and hotdogs.
Another parents agreed.
Undaunted by the wind, kids and adults alike
"1 'm glad that they don't forget the students
participated in activities including face painting, that have kids," Irene Martinez, nursing junior,
volleyball, sack races, a balloon toss, and games said.
such as red rover and duck, duck, goose, a
This is the second year that UPB has sponsored
this event.

Clockwise from upper
left:

Speech Pathology
Profeaaor Tim Mellne

...
.

J

shares hla hotdog with
his daughter, WIiiow.
Eight-year-old Kyle
Walker dreads the
Imminent breaking of
his balloon.
Joseph Christopher
Aguinaga calmly sits
through the ritual of
face painting performed by CIS Junior, ·
Judy Melchor of the
UPB.
Jaime Pimenta!, 6,
enjoys the volleyball
game set up by the
UPB.
Niki Becules, 2, takes
her pick at the popular
duck pond.

Ted

"

...
..

fectAII abet

..
.,,
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Banquet from p. 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - President from p. 1--- team in stolen bases with nine. He has
played in 40 of the team's 51 games
and has made just one error in field in
63 chances.
Nominees for Female Athlete of the
Year are:
NikolGerlach VolleyballJr.,Castro
Valley, California. Gerlach finished
second in the team in hitting efficiency
at 183. Despite missing four matches
with a back injury early in the season,
she led the team in kills, total attacks
and digs.
Naomi Kramer Cross Country/Track
and Field So.,Fredericksburg, Texas
Kramer earned All-Sun Belt

Conference honors in long jump after
finishing second at Indoor
Championships. She posted the best
long jump in the Sun Belt of outdoor
seaoonat 19'8 3/4" at the Ricky Lozano
Meet in Edinburg February 11.
Ellen Nelissen Tennis Sr., Belgium.
The school's first three-time AllConference perfomer in women's
tennis. She compiled 16-4 record in
singles this year while playing No.I
and competing against opponents• top
player. She defeated fellow All-Sun
BelthonoreeCindy SummersofSouth
Alabama head to head in their only
meeting.

Jodie
Porter
Basketball
Jr.Preth,Australia. Porter finished
second in scoring with 9.0 points per
game with a season-high 25 points.
PorterwasnamedSunBeltConference
Playerof theWeek for the week ending
on March 6. She was second in team
and seventh in Sun Belt Conference in
blocked shots with 30 (1.1 per game).
Nancy Verastegui Golf, So., Saltillo,
Coah,Mexico. VerasteguieamedAllSun Belt Conference honors after
finishing as runner up for individual
medalist honors at the Sun Belt
Championship and leading the team to
a third-place finish. She became the

kiosks put up around the university so
that the different organizations on
campus can put up their
announcements," he said. "Another
thing we really want to get going is •El
Cafetal. • We want to work closer with
UPB and make something year round
so that the students can enjoy iL"
In addition to improving the
university's image, Leonard said he is
also interested in improving the
university itself and SGA as a whole,
"One of the problems that we have
on campus right now is not enough
student involvement," he said...The
students need to start taldng more of
an interest and become involved in
. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , whatever they believe in. It's they
themselves that make up the school
and SGA and they need to start
becoming involved."
Otherthingsl.eonacd saidhe would
like to be done in the future is equal
treatment and services for night
Championships in two weeks and students because "they are being
Carlos Ybanez
going against the best athletes in the cheated out of their student service
Sports Editor
conference," track coach Reid fees."
"It isn't right that night students
Harterr..lid.
Garcia joined four previous have to take time off of work to come
Jessica Garcia, whooutian 16other
runners in the 800 meters last winners of Sahara-Sun Belt and do their paper work, whatever it
Saturday at San Marcos, was named Conference Outdoor Track and might be, because the offices close at
All Performer of the Week, Monday FieldPerfonneroftheWeekawards. five o'clock," he said. 0 This is
Voted on by the SBC's something that I really would like to
by the Sun Belt Conference.
Garcia won the event in 2:14.98 communications staff, the award has change because they should be getting
minutes. Earlierat Walnut, Calif.,the previously gone to Atim Robin, the services they deserve."
San Benito sophomore had run the Arkansas-Little Rock; Penny
In additiOR, Leonard said he would
event in 2: 14.13, the third best made Lidstone, New Orleans; Barbara like to seesomechangesin the cafeteria
Walker, South Alabama; and as far as prices are concerned and see
in the Sun Belt Conference.
"Jessica appears to be extremely SheroniaWalker. Southwestern more classes on Hispanic culture
fit and we are looking forward to Louisiana
because the majcxity of this area is
competing in theSWl BeltConference
made up of Hispanics. Another thing
first Lady Bronc ever to win a
tournament title by capturing first place
at the Lady Panther Classic in
Lawrenceville, Georgia last fall.
Nominees for the Female Freshman
Athlete of the Year are:
Karen Bowley Tennis/Volleyball,
Hurst, Texas. Bowley, a two-sport
athlete who excelled in both volleyball
and tennis. She played in all 28 matches
and 105 games in volleyball and was
second on the team in assists with 184
and 193 digs and third in service aces
at 39.
Michelle Hinton Basketball,
Pascagoula. Mississippi. Hinton led

the Sun Belt Conference and finished
26th in the nation in blocked shots at
2.3 per game and 59 for the season.
·she scored a career 25 points to lead
the Lady Broncs to a win over Praire
ViewA&M.
Jennifer Merino Golf Bastrop,
Texas. Merino earned All-Sun Belt
Conference honors as selected by
coaches after finishing 12th at the Sun
Belt Conference Championship. She
shot her best round of 79 twice,
including in thefinalroundofthe SBC
Championship. Merino qualified for
all nine of the teams' s tournaments.

Garcl·a named Al I
Performer of the Week

Call Congress Today
to Stop Cuts to
Student Aid
Congress is considering ·cutting student loans, work
study and grants that will cost American families
$20 billion over the next five years.

Opponents of student aid are trivializing the issue saying students can handle higher costs if they just cut
back on the number of Super Big Gulps they drink.

TELL CONGRESS TO GET SERIOUS.
This debate is not about soft drinks. It's about our future.

Call the Save Student Aid Hotline to
talk directly to Congress.

THE CALL IS FREE!
URGENT: Call before May 15

1-800-574-4AI D
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· looking
The University Theatre IS
men
and
women
to star in
fior a gcxxl
theupcomingP.A.S.S.(PamAmerican
Summer Stock) Theatre plays.
AuditionsforNaturalDisasters and
· l take p lays on
The Lion Winter wil
· th s di
Monday,June5,at7p.m.ts e tu o
Theatre . (~oom . 07 of the
CommurucationBwlding).Rebearsals
will begin immediately.
..N oral o·
at
isaste~," directed b Y
Pamela Caldwell, will run JWle 29July 2 . Parts are available tior three
women and one man ...Natural
Disasters," by Jack Heifner, are two
very funny related shoo plays, dealing
with weather-related calamities.
The first playlet, ..Tropical
Depression," features two sisters,
vacationing in the Mediterranean,
when a sudden hurricane threatens.
Friendship, jealousy; and a true
relationship develop along with this
natural disaster.
The second play let, Twister"
concerns a husband and wife who
suddenly find themselves observing

!

0

SPONSORE D BY T HE ALLIANCE T O S A V E STUDENT AID

"When• Our Paticnls' Ey<' 11<':ihli Corn<'~ Firsl.''

3 CONVENIENT

LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

~

·:· ...:: . .

. .

SINCE 1947

700 S. 10th St.
McAllen

317

s. Broadway
McAllen

107 E. Main
Rio Grande City

Medicaid & Medicare Accepted

he would like to seen done is getting
rid of the commuter image.
Leonard said he brings a certain
maturity to the SGA presidency
becauseheisanon-traditionalstudent
[Traditional students are those
between the ages of 18 and 22.]
"Ithinkthestudentscanreallyrelate

the remains
• of th err
• house after a lot
. of the kids call
, me Dad or Pop and
tornado Hilarious and poignant the it really doesn t bother me. In fact, 1
·
.
•
see it as a compliment"
couplecomestotermsw1ththenatural I th fu
Leo d 1
t
• th •
lat:1" hi
n e from
ture,
nar pans o
disaster l..w..t...:...1.ug m err re
ons p. grad
UTPA •th
hin
'The Lion Winter," directed by de ~ hi
~th a ~ _g
Linda Donahue, will run JulY 6-9• gree
li •ca1m • storyHw1 a minor m
h
G
· Lee Hiibbetts will la the po tl science. e wants to teac
uestarttst
P Y
US h' to to?th d8thgrade ·
part of El~or, a part sh~ played ten
ry
an
rs m
-years ago m a commumty Theatre B t tilthatda
h ,
•
production. Other available parts to u tin~ tofi ht~comhates,heebesli~omg
· Iude fiive men, and
ue isg best
,orw
eves
me
one young in con
and what
for the students
woman.
.
.
. edievalEngland, ''The L"10n because that IS what SGA IS all abouL
Set mm
Winter," is the story of King Henry II
and Eleanor of Aquataine (Hibbetts).
The two monarchs spar to place their
desired heir on the throne.
Uneasy is the head on which the Blackout from p.4
crown lies, and uneasy the truce we had food as our main problem. We
between a matchless king and queen! had an emergency generator working,
Romance, majesty, and grandeur but we [still] hadtothrowawayalotof
abound in Medieval England!
food."
Scripts are available for these two
When the power surge hit, Chiesa
plays at the University Theatre Box said he wasn't sure how long the
Office, with a five dollar refundable cafeteria would remain withoutenergy,
deposiLFormoreinformation,callthe so dinner was a n:aain concernUniversity Theatre, 381-3581.
especially for the dorm students.
Chiesa said heconsideredabarbecue
for the dorm residents if the cafeteria
were going to be down fa a while, but
the cafeteria's electricity came on at
approximately 3:45 p.m., allowing
students to use the cafeteria afttt all
"I think that Albert Ochoa's
electrician team and CP&L did an
excellent job [ fixing the problem],"
Chiesa said. "They were really very
helpful. It was kind of .an easy crisis.
Everything worked out pretty good."
Albert Ochoa said, "We thought
CP&L did a great job. They had to
locate the parts for the connections in
Pharr, and once they got the parts it did
.
.
not take long for the problem to be
·r;": :· 'Expire.. 5/31/95
resolved."
·;. .:
Among those who were upset and
asking questions was Student
Government President Joseph
Leonard, who brought up an interesting
question:
''There• sa backup generator behind
the Administration Building," Leonard
said "Whyisn'tthereabackupsystem
on campus? Sbldents that pay for the
University's $Crvices aren't as highly
regarded as the faculty."
There arc not any backup switches
on all of the buildings, but there was a
generator at the cafeteria, computer
center, Student Services building.Fine
Arts building, and Southweek Hall
(the R.O.T.C. building). This
generator, however, is only supposed
to give off enough energy to power
emergency lights, stairwell and exits,
and some hall lights. But to no avail-even these failed many ofthe students,
faculty and staff.

W~.
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CLASS SCHEDULE CH AN GE S
SUM ME R II 1995 CANCELLED CLASSES:
00015 ASTR-1 401-01 GENERAL ASTRONOMY
MTWRF 0225PM-0355 PM BLDG-PHYS RM-124
00017 ASTR-1 401 - A LABORATORY
MTWR
1 105AM- 1235PM BLDG-PHYS RM-138
00019 ASTR-1401- B LABORATORY
MTWR
1245PM-021 5PM BLDG-PHYS RM-138
00085 BI OL- 1402-02 GENERAL BIOLOGY
MTWRF 0225PM-0355PM BLDG-SCCA RM-1
00087 BI OL- 1402-A LABORATORY
MTWRF 0745AM-0915AM BLDG-SCCC RM-127
00089 BIOL- 1402 - B LABORATORY
MTWRF 0745AM-0915AM BLDG-SCCC RM-129
00687 BIOL-1 402 - E LABORATORY
MTWRF 1105AM-1235PM BLDG-SCCC RM-127
00705 BIOL-7300- 04 THESIS
00633 ED - 6367-01 STATISTICAL METHODS
MTWRF 022 5PM- 0355PM BLDG-EDCC RM-206
00565 NURS- 6301 - 01 THEORETICAL FOUND NURS
T
0500PM-0900 PM BLDG-HEAS RM00563 NURS- 6306- 01 PHARMACOLOGY ADV NURS
W
0500PM-0900 PM BLDG-HEAS RM00205 SOC - 4323- 01 THE MEX-AMER PEOPLE
MTWRF 0745AM- 0915AM BLDG-LIBA RM-240
005 75 SOC - 4323-02 THE MEX-AMER PEOPLE
MTWRF 0925AM- 1055AM BLDG-LIBA RM-240

00199 SOCW-2342- 01 SUBSTANCE ABUSE-FAMILY
MW
0600PM-0945 PM BLDG-LIBA RM-209

TIME CHANGES:
00093 BIOL-1402- D LABORATORY
MTWRF 1105AM-1235PM BLDG-SCCC RM-127
00095 BIOL-2403- 01 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
MTWRF 0225PM-0355PM BLDG-SCCA RM-1
00115 BIOL-4402- A LABORATORY
MTW
0925AM-1055AM BLDG-SCCC RM-129
00405 EDCI-3315- 01 BIL CURR IN CONTENT AR
MTWRF 1245PM-0215 PM BLDGRM-

ALLISON,T
MARAND,D

NEW COURSES:
00689 ACC -3322-01 INTER ACCOUNTING II
MTWRF 0745AM-0915AM BLDG-BUSA RM-121
00715 BIOL-1402- F LABORATORY
MTWRF 1245PM-0215PM BLDG-SCCC RM-127
00717 BIOL-1402- G LABORATORY
MTWRF 1245PM-0215 PM BLDG-SCCC RM-129
00703 BIOL-6101- 01 BIOL GRAD SEMNR
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM-

FAROOQUI,M

00709 BIOL-7301- 04 THESIS FAROOQUI,M
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM00737 EDCI-4301- 04 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC
MTWRF 1105AM-1235PM BLDG-EDCC RM-203
00739 EDCI-4302- 04 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
MTWRF 0405PM-0535 PM BLDG-EDCC RM-203
00679 HLTH-1354- 02 SAFETY & FIRST AID
HAWKINS,J
MTWRF 0925AM-1055AM BLDG-HEPE RM-104
00719 INTB-7399- 01 INTL BUSINESS INTERNSHIP
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM00681 KIN -1354-02 SAFETY & FIRST AID
HAWKINS,J
MTWRF 0925AM-1055AM BLDG-HEPE RM-104
00685 KIN -2223-01 SPANISH DANCE I
MTWRF 0745AM-0915AM BLDG-HPE2 RM-133
00683 KIN -2232-01 AEROBIC DANCE
MTWRF 1105AM-1235PM BLDG-HPE2 RM-143
00691 KIN -2282-01 SCUBA DIVING
MTWRF 0225PM-0355PM BLDGRM00733 MATH-1340- 04 COLLEGE ALGEBRA
NEELLEY,B
MTWRF 0925AM-1055AM BLDG-MATH RM-110
00707 MATH-6388- 01 DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
CHANCE,J
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM00699 SOCI-6303- 01 ADV SOCIOLOGY TOPICS
RICHARDSON,D
MR
0600PM-0945PM BLDG-LIBA RM-108
00735 SPAN-4336- 01 GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION
MTWRF 0925AM-1055AM BLDG-COAS RM-180

FALL 1995
CANCELLED CLASSES:
000 61 ACC - 6320-01 FIN & MANAGERIAL ACC
TR
0545PM-0700 PM BLDG-BUSA RM-111
01921 BIOL- 1401-AA LABORATORY
W
0145PM- 0435PM BLDG-SCCC RM-123
01973 BIOL- 1402 - W LABORATORY
F
0945AM-1235PM BLDG-SCCC RM-129
02069 BIOL- 4303-01 MAMMALOGY
TR
0545PM- 0700PM BLDG-SCCC RM-216
0 2071 BIOL- 4303-A LABORATORY
R
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-SCCC RM-227
02099 BIOL-5344 - 01 ADVANCED MAMMOLOGY
TR
0545PM- 0700PM BLDG-SCCC RM-216
02101 BIOL- 5344-A LABORATORY
R
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-SCCC RM-227
00925 CLSC- 4301-01 METHODS OF ANALYSIS I
TBA
TBA
-TBA
BLDG-HEAS RMl.116
00927 CLSC- 4301 - A LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
- TBA
BLDG-HEAS RMl.204
00929 CLSC-4302 - 01 SEROLOGY
TBA
TBA
-TBA
BLDG-REAS RMl.116
0J931 CLSC- 4302 - A LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
-TBA
BLDG-HEAS RMl.204
00937 CLSC- 4410-01 HEMATOLOGY
TBA
TBA
-TBA
BLDG-HEAS RM00939 CLSC-4410-A LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
-TBA
BLDG-HEAS RM00933 CLSC-44 20-01 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
TBA
TBA
- TBA
BLDG-HEAS RM00935 CLSC-4420- A LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
-TBA
BLDG-HEAS RM04339 COMM- 4304-A SCRIPTWRITING
TBA
TBA
BLDG-ACAS RM01611 ENG -6360-01 STUDIES IN ENG LIT
T
0430PM-0700PM BLDG-COAS RM-248
01 613 ENG -6370-01 STUDIES IN AMER LIT
M
0430PM-0700PM BLDG-COAS RM-247
0 3209 FR -2321-01 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH
TR
0110PM- 0225PM BLDG-COAS RM-187
0 41 43 HONR-2387- 02 HUMANITIES-HONORS
TR
1035AM-1150AM BLDG-LIBA RM-106
03 625 MATH-1321- 04 BUSINESS ALGEBRA
MW
0710PM-0825 PM BLDG-MATH RM-115
038 45 MATH-6388- 01 DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM03983 SOCW- 4818- 02 FIELD BLOCK PLACEMENT
W
0145PM- 0435PM BLDG-LIBA RM-240
03985 SOCW- 4818-03 FIELD BLOCK PLACEMENT
W
0145PM- 0435PM BLDG-LIBA RM-106

TIME CHANGES:
01993 BIOL-2403- 03 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
TR
0235PM-0350 PM BLDG-SCCA RM-2
02067 BIOL-4100- 01 BIOL SEMINAR
HENRY,B
W
0245PM-0335 PM BLDG-SCCC RM-216
02075 BIOL- 4304-A LABORATORY
EDWARDS,R
T
0110PM-0350 PM BLDG-SCCC RM-129
020 93 BIOL- 5304-A LABORATORY
EDWARDS,R
T
0110PM-0350PM BLDG-SCCC RM-129
01637 CHEM-1 401 - H LABORATORY
T
0745AM-1025AM BLDG-SCCC RM-225
00951 CLSC-42 14-01 IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY II CHANDLER,K
M
0930AM-1025AM BLDG-HEAS RM00953 CLSC- 42 14 - A LABORATORY
FELKNER,M
T
0800AM-0500PM BLDG-HOSP RM-1
00949 CLSC- 4303-01 MED LAB LEADERSHIP
CHANDLER,K
M
0100PM-0400PM BLDG-HEAS RMl.116
00945 CLSC- 44 12-01 HEMATOLOGY
TIJERINA,$
R
0800AM-1000AM BLDGRM00947 CLSC- 4412-A LABORATORY
FELKNER,M
W
08 00AM-0500PM BLDG-HOSP RM-1
00941 CLSC- 44 31-01 CLINICAL MICROBIO II TIJERINA,$
M
1 03 0AM-1230PM BLDG-REAS RM2.114
00943 CLSC- 4431 - A LABORATORY
FELKNER,M
F
080 0AM-0500PM BLDG-HOSP RM-1
03941 COMD-132 0-01 INTERMED SIGN LANGUAGE
R
07 3 0PM-1000PM BLDG-COAS RM-175

04337 COMM-4304-01 SCRIPTWRITING
MWF
1045AM-1135AM BLDG-ACAS RM2.160
04347 COMM-5304-01 SCRIPT WRITING
MWF
1045AM-1135AM BLDG-ACAS RM2.160
00303 ED -6300-02 INTRO TO RESEARCH
T
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-EDCC RM-115
00305 ED -6300-03 INTRO TO RESEARCH
M
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-EDCC RM-215
00323 ED -6300-04 INTRO TO RESEARCH
T
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-EDCC RM-215
00325 ED -6300-05 INTRO TO RESEARCH
W
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-EDCC RM-215
04187 ED -6363-01 PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT
MR
0500PM-0700 PM BLDG-EDCC RM-216
04053 ELEE-2420- 01 NETWORK THEORY I
MWF
1045AM-1135AM BLDG-PHYS RM-152
04055 ELEE-2420- A LABORATORY
M
0445PM-0735 PM BLDG-ENGL RM-1
04057 ELEE-2435- 01 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMNG

04443 CIS -3390-03 COMPUTER DSS & ES

NEGY,C
POELZER,G
RODRIGUEZ,A

HUDSON

JR.,F

TR
0745AM-0900AM BLDG-PHYS RM-128
04059 ELEE-2435- A LABORATORY
T
0545PM-0835 PM BLDG-ENGL RM-1
04061 ELEE-3301- 01 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS I
MWF
0245PM-0335 PM BLDG-PHYS RM-114
04065 ELEE-3305- A LABORATORY
W
0545PM-0835 PM BLDG-ENGL RM-1
04071 ELEE-3306- A LABORATORY
R
0545PM-0835 PM BLDG-ENGL RM-1
04077 ELEE-3325- 01 ELECTRICAL ENGR LAB I
M
1045AM-1135AM BLDG-PHYS RM-152
00195 MANA-6330-01 MGMT THEORY & ORG BHVR
TR
0710PM-0825 PM BLDG-BUSA RM-118
00207 MIS -6380-01 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTM
MW
0840PM-0955 PM BLDG-BUSA RM-116
03979 SOCW-4314- 01 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE III
M
0545PM-0825 PM BLDG-LIBA RM-125

HUDSON,F

MUNIZ,M
MUNIZ,M
FOLTZ,H
GREENE,W

DEHOYOS,L

NEW COUR SES:
04421 ACC -3320-01 COST ACCOUNTING
ATAMIAN,R
MWF
1245PM-013 5PM BLDG-BUSA RM-111
04423 ACC -3320-02 COST ACCOUNTING
TR
0545PM-0700 PM BLDG-BUSA RM-217
04415 ACC -3327-01 FUNDAMENTALS OF AUDITING
PETRIE,A
MWF
1245PM-Ol3 5PM BLDG-BOSA RM-110
04483 ACC -6320-02 FIN & MANAGERIAL ACC DEMOVILLE,W
MW
0710PM-0825 PM BLDG-BUSA RM-110
04469 ART -3311-01 DRAWING III
NICHOLS,E
TR
0910AM-1150AM BLDG-FIAB RM-220
04419 ART -3330-01 ILLUSTRATION
CANALES,M
MW
0445PM-0700 PM BLDG-FIAB RM-218
04427 ART -3335-01 COMP GRAPHICS
MOYER,N
TR
0400PM-0630 PM BLDG-ACAS RM2.128
03859 ART -3341-01 SCULPTURE II
HYSLIN,R
MWF
1045AM-1235PM BLDG-FIAA RM-107
03863 ART -3371-01 CERAMICS II
HYSLIN,R
TR
0910AM-1150AM BLDG-FIAA RM-102
04475 ART -4303-01 JEWELRY/METALWORK IV
MOYER,N
MW
1245PM-0335 PM BLDG-FIAA RM-107
04471 ART -4341-01 SCULPTURE III
HYSLIN,R
MWF
1045AM-1235PM BLDG-FIM RM-107
04473 ART -4371-01 CERAMICS IV
HYSLIN,R
TR
0910AM-1150AM BLDG-FIAA RM-102
04455 BIOL-2404- 03 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
MWF
0145PM-0235 PM BLDG-SCCA RM-2
04559 CHEM-1401 -05 GENERAL CHEMISTRY
MWF
0745AM-0835AM BLDG-SCCA RM-3
04561 CHEM-1401 -I LABORATORY
W
0345PM-0615 PM BLDG-SCCC RM-225
04563 CHEM-1402 -03 GENERAL CHEMISTRY
TR
0745AM-0900AM BLDG-SCCA RM-3
04565 CHEM-1402- E LABORATORY
M
0745AM-0935AM BLDG-SCCC RM-213
04439 CIS -3390-01 COMPUTER DSS & ES
LEE,D
MWF
0845AM-0935AM BLDG-BUSA RM-121
04441 CIS - _3 390-02 COMPUTER DSS & ES
LEE,D
MWF
1245PM-0135PM BLDG-BUSA RM-121

Deadline for ·paying for:

LEE,D
MW
0840PM-0955PM BLDG-BUSA RM-121
04445 CIS -3390-04 COMPUTER DSS & ES
TR
0235PM-0350PM BLDG-BUSA RM-116
04523 CLSC-3420- 01 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY I
CHANDLER,K
MWF
1050AM-1140AM BLDG-HEAS RMl.116
04527 CLSC-3420- A LABORATORY
CHANDLER,K
R
0100PM-0400 PM BLDG-HEAS RMl.204
04517 CLSC-3513- 01 CLIN IMUNOLOGY IMMUNOHEM
TIJERINA,S
MWF
0830AM-0940AM BLDG-HEAS RMl.116
04519 CLSC-3513- A LABORATORY
TIJERINA,S
T
0100PM-040 0PM BLDG-HEAS RMl.204
04511 CLSC-3530- 01 CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY I
FELKNER,M
TR
0830AM-0920AM BLDG-HEAS RMl.116
04513 CLSC-3530- A LABORATORY
FELKNER,M
TR
0930AM-1200PM BLDG-HEAS RMl.204
04413 COMD-3340 -01 AUDIOLOGY I
MOORE,J
TR
0235PM-035 0PM BLDG-COAS RM-177
04429 COMM-2315-01 INTERPERSONAL COMM
CAWYER,C
MWF
0845AM-0935AM BLDG-COAS RM-175
04431 COMM-2315-02 INTERPERSONAL COMM
SAAVEDRA,D
TR
0910AM-1025AM BLDG-COAS RM-175
04449 COMM-3329-01 COLUMN & EDIT WRITING
M
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-COAS RM-177
04435 COMM-3333-01 RHET & COMM THEORY
SAAVEDRA,D
W
0710PM-095 5PM BLDG-COAS RM-177
04433 COMM-3334-01 COMM THRO GROUP PROCESS
R
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-COAS RM-161
04485 COMM-3350-02 RESEARCH IN COMM
MONTA,M
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM04437 COMM-4624-01 PROF INTERNSHP SPEE COMM
SAAVEDRA,D
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM04503 ED -6300-07 INTRO TO RESEARCH
0430PM-071 0PM BLDG-EDCC RM-103
M
04505 ED -6300-08 INTRO TO RESEARCH
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-EDCC RM-103
M
04507 ED -6300-09 INTRO TO RESEARCH
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-EDCC RM-103
w
04411 ED -6367-02 STATISTICAL METHODS
T
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-EDCC RM-207
04541 EDEC-4314- 03 RESEARCH EARLY CHILDHOOD
R
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-EDCC RM-219
04537 EDEC-4390- 01 GRWTH&DEV EARLY CHILD
TR
1035AM-1150AM BLDG-EDCC RM-219
04539 EDEC-4393- 01 CULT DIM-EARLY CHILDHOOD
T
0710PM-095 5PM BLDG-EDCC RM-206
04545 ENG -1302-44 RHET & COMP LYFORD,R
TR
1035AM-1150AM BLDG-COAS RM-246
04463 ENG -6360-02 STUDIES IN ENG LIT
M
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-COAS RM-247
04465 ENG -6370-02 STUDIES IN AMER LIT
T
0430PM-070 0PM BLDG-COAS RM-248
04407 FR -2321-02 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH
TR
0235PM-035 0PM BLDG-COAS RM-187
04549 GEOL-1402- 01 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
TR
l035AM-1150AM BLDG-PHYS RM-109
04551 GEOL-1402- A LABORATORY
M
0945AM-1235PM BLDG-PHYS RM-109
04457 MATH-1321 -08 BUSINESS ALGEBRA
TAYLOR,M
TR
0710PM-0825 PM BLDG-MATH RM-115
04459 MATH-6352- 01 ANALYSIS I
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM04553 MUS -3312-01 MUS ED ELEMENTARY
MIZENER,C
TR
0745AM-0900AM BLDG-FIAB RM-128
04409 MUS -4208-01 CONDUCTING II
MUNN,A
MWF
0145PM-0235 PM BLDG-FIAC RM-111
04447 PHIL-4310- 01 THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE
WELCH,R
TR
1035AM-1150AM BLDG-LIBA RM-209
04495 ROTC-3401- A LABORATORY
R
0235PM-035 0PM BLDGRM04497 ROTC-3401- B LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM04499 ROTC-4401- A LABORATORY
R
0235PM-0350 PM BLDGRM04501 ROTC-4401- B LABORATORY
TBA
TBA
BLDGRM04531 SOCW-4314- 02 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE III HUTCHINSON,S
W
0545PM-0825 PM BLDGRM04557 SPAN-4336- 02 GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION
M
0710PM-0955 PM BLDG-COAS RM-186

Summer I is May 17
Summer II is June 23
Fall is July 28

